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ABSTRACT Nurul Yuniarti, 2018. Building Up Students’ Vocabulary Through Carrom  Games at The Second Grade Students of SMPN 2 PALOPO. Thesis English Study Program Tarbiyah and Teacher Training Faculty of State Islamic Institute of Palopo.  supervised by: (1) Amalia Yahya, SE., M. Hum and (2) Dewi Furwana S.Pd.I., M.Pd Keywords: Carrom Games, Vocabulary  The problem statement of this research as follow: Is carrom  games effective in building up students’ vocabulary?. The objective of this research was to measure the effectiveness of carrom games in building up students’ vocabulary.   The research design  used  in this research was a quasi experimental design. The sample of this research was the second  grade students of SMPN 2 Palopo. Students of VIII A as the experimental group, whereas students of VIII H as the control group.  Each class consisted of 30 students. The population of this research was all the second grade students of SMPN 2 Palopo. The sample technique of this research was cluster random sampling technique.   The descriptive analysis  was taken by the mean score of pretest and posttest in experimental group and control group. Based on the calculation of the data, after using carrom games on teaching vocabulary, the mean score of experimental group and control group increased. The mean score of experimental group was 66,4 for pretest and  85,3 for posttest (66,4 <  85,3). While, the mean score of control group was 66,5 for pretest and 78,5 for posttest (66,5 < 78,5). The result of analysis showed that  Sig. (2-tailed) the score was 0,001 smaller than 0,05. Therefore, it could be seen that p < α (0,001 < 0,05) which mean H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It means, there is a significant effect of carrom games on students’ vocabulary. In other words, using carrom games was effective in bulding up students’ vocabulary.          
 CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION A. Background  English has important role in all aspects of life, especially in science and technology. In developing country like Indonesia, it is necessary for Indonesian students to master an English language as International language which is used by most of the countries in this world. Furthermore to be able to interact with other nation for developing science, technology and culture.   There are the four English skills in learning English such as: listening, speaking, reading and writing which are interconnected one another. In addition the four skills, vocabulary is one of the elements of language and all about the words in a language or a special set of words you are trying to learn. According to Alqahtani (2015) vocabulary is a set of words that are used for communication and can be convey the information that submitted so it is very important to learning vocabularies.1   A teacher should be able to create an interesting learning atmospher for students. It means a teacher must create a new method in present learning material. Giving something new in learning activity can make students feel curious and also can motivate students to learn. Each material which is presented                                                           1Mofareh Alqahtani, The Importance of Vocabulary in Language Learning and How to be Tought, International Journal of Teaching and Education Vol.3, No.2,  2015. p.23 
by teacher has its own purpose. The goal of learning will be achieved when the students have learning motivation.    Teaching vocabulary can be done through many games such as Carrom  games,  snakes and ladders games, snowball games and etc. The teacher should choose a suitable way because the media must  suit with the learning objectives, subject, and  the characteristic of the students. The teacher should present media and lesson in attractive way so the students can play an active role  and fun in learning process including physically, mentally and emotionally. The students will also get oppurtunity to practice their ability and improve their vocabulary   Carrom games is one of the games that can be used to learn vocabulary. Carrom is table games which can be considered as modification of the family game billiard. In the world, this games namely, such as Carrum, Couronne, Carum, Karam, Karum, Karom, and Finger Billiard. This games were devided from India and spread to other countries in the 1970. Contrast to the other table games, Carrom not use stick to move the ball. Drive fingers to shooot the disc target.2  After doing observation in SMPN 2 Palopo, the researcher found some problems. The researcher asked the students to memorize vocabulary  and the problem was  some students  have less vocabulary. The students said they like to study by using media like games but the learning activity was monotonous. The teacher said  the differences knowledge on each student make the process of                                                            2 Anonym, Karambol, Retrieved on 3 April 2017 from http://id.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karambol 
understanding also different. There are some students could understand easily, and the other students were hard to understand  and that is natural. The teacher said the students have diffrent vocabulary level. The using of dictionary was rarely because not all of the students have dictionary. They could borrow dictionary in library but some student are lazy to learn or read.   Based on the problem above, the researcher are going to conduct the research by using Carrom game as the teaching media and become the contribution to the teachers to teach one of techniques in building up students’ vocabulary mastery. The title of this research is “Building up Students’ Vocabulary through Carrom Games. B. Problem Statement  Based on the background above, the researcher formulates  research question as follows: Is Carrom games effective in  building up students’ vocabulary? C. Objective of Research   In accordance with problem statements above, the objectives of the research is to measure the effectiveness of Carrom games in building up students’  vocabulary.  D. Significance of  Research   The result give beneficial theoretically and practically to the field of teaching. In theorically, it can be the new experience in learning vocabulary for 
students, because in this research they learned by using  games. Using media made the students more focused because of their high curiosity. It attracted  students to learn vocabulary. It is expected that the findings of the research will be broaden our knowledge on vocabulary and provide us new thought on the importance of vocabulary.    In practically, this research is expected to be useful for teachers as (1) an input on the use of Carrom games in their classoom so that the teaching and learning process will be effective and meaninngful for their students, (2) one of the references in teaching vocabulary in their classroom, (3) additional knowledge on how they should form intraction in classroom so that they can maximize the teaching and learning process.  E. Scope of  Research  The scope of the research is limited to the building up students’ vocabulary mastery through Carrom games. The researcher applied linguistic discipline. This research emphasized on the understanding  the meaning of the words. The students also able to make sentence by using the word. In this  activity of the researcher employed Carrom games in teaching vocabulary. The content of  this research emphasized on vocabulary mastery which will be focused on part of speech  (noun, verbs, adjectives and adverbs). The researcher conducted this research to the second grade student of SMPN 2 Palopo. This materials based on the curriculum at SMPN 2 Palopo that consist noun,verb,adjective, and adverb.   
F. Definition of Terms The researcher formulated the definition of term as follow: 1. Vocabulary is a set of words that an individual knows and might used in constructing new sentences or in daily communication. 2.  Carrom game in Indonesian language namely Karambol games. Carrom games is one kind of the board games that played by using finger.                  
CHAPTER II REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE A. Previous Related Research Findings   Yunita Asisningtyas (2015) conducted research under the title The Influence of the Using Media Carrom  toward Learning Outcomes Material Style of The Fifth Grade students in SDN Sugihwaras Sidoarjo. This research included experimental research a quasi experimental design type nonequivalent control group design. Based on the data obtained, the researcher concluded that the use of media Carrom can improve learning outcomes. Therefore to create an intersting learning for students can be used media Carrom.3  The differences between Yunita Asisningtyas’s research and this research were in the material and instrument of the research. The material of Asisningtyas’s research was mathematic and this research is focus in english vocabulary. She used two instruments are written test and quistionnaire, while this research, the researcher used vocabulary test. The similarity between Asisiningtyas’s research and this research are the method of the  research and the teaching media. Both of the researches use quasi experimental design method and Carrom game as teaching media.                                                              3Yunita Asisningtyas, The Influence of Carrom Media Toward Learning Outcomes Material Style of The Fifth Students in SDN Sugihwaras Sidoarjo, (Universitas Negeri Surabaya,  2015) 
 Rini Ganjar Resmika (2014) conducted research under the title Improving the Ability to Recognize the Symbol Numbers in Early Childhood through Media Carrom  Games at PAUD WISANA. The method used in this research was Class Action Research (CAR). The findings of the research was  the initial condition of the achievment of the indicator of the ability to recognize the symbol of number in PAUD Wisana has not been maximally stimulated, but after the application Carrom game, the achievement of the indicator of the ability to recognize the symbol of number has increased in cycle III 83%  were in good developing category, 14% were in enough category, and 3% in less category. Base on the data, the recomendation provided for early chilhood educators media Carrom could be made as an alternative media to improve the ability to recognize the symbol  of numbers.4  The differences between Rini Ganjar Resmika’s research and this research were in the research method, research material, and instrument of the research. She used Classroom Action Research (CAR) method and this research use quasi experimental research method. The material of Resmika’s research was mathematic and this research is focus in English vocabulary. And she used three instruments are observation, interview, and documentation, while this research, the researcher use vocabulary test. The similarity between Asisiningtyas’s research and this research is teaching media. Both of the researches Carrom games as teaching media.                                                            4 Rini Ganjar Resmika, improving the ability to recognize the symbol numbers in early childhood through media Carrom  games at paud wisana , (Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, 2014) 
 Nirmala (2015) conducted research under the title The Improvement of Mathematics Score in Regard to Addition by Using Modified Game of Tossing Carrom Piece. According to the research result, it was seen that there was an improvment in mathematic score of 4th grade students with mental retardation at SLB-C Putra Harapan Bojonegoro regarding addition materials by means of modified game of tossing Carrom pieces. The method used in this research was Class Action Research (CAR). It can be concluded that the mathematic score in regard to addition can be improved by means of modified game of tossing Carrom pieces implemented to 4th  grade students with mild mental retardation at SLB-C Putra Harapan Bojonegorore.5  The differences between Nirmala research and this research were in the research method, research material, and instrument of the research. She used Classroom Action Research (CAR) method and this research use quasi experimental research method. The material of Nirmala’s research was mathematic and this research is focus in english vocabulary. And she used three instruments are documentation observation, test, while this research, the researcher use vocabulary test. The similarity between Nirmala’s research and this research is teaching media. Both of the researches Carrom game as teaching media.                                                            5 Nirmala, The Improvement of Mathematics Score in Regard to addition by Using Modified Game of Tossing Carrom Piece on 4th grade students with mental retardation at SLB-C Putra Harapan Bojonegoro (Universitas Negeri Surabya, 2015) 
B. Some Partinent Ideas  1. Vocabulary  a. Definition of Vocabulary  Vocabulary as one of the element of language is important to learn, without having enogh vocabulary, the ability to communicate and convey our needs could not be established. According to Rivers, it would be impossible to learn language about vocabulay or words. Vocabulary is the main part in a sentence without words. 6 Ozen said that vocabulary has a crucial a role in both language teaching and communication. It is impossible to communicate without words.7 Vocabulary can be defined, roughly, as the word we teach in the foreign language.  However a new items of vocabulary may be more than a single word: for example, post office and mother in law, which are made up of teo or three words but Express a singgle idea. There are also multi-word idioms such as call a day, where the meaning of the phrasecannot be deduced from an analysis of the component words. A useful convention is to cover all such cases by talking about vocabulary ‘items’ rather than ‘words’.8  Based on those definitions above, the researcher concludes that vocabulary is a set of words that an individual knows and might used in constructing new sentences or in daily communication.  Because without vocabulary we cannot                                                           6Wilga M. Rivers, Teaching Foreign – Language Skill. p 462  7Baki Ozen, Teaching Vocabulary Through Poetry in an EFL Classrome, International Online Journal of Primary Education Vol.1, No.1, 2012.P.60  8Penny Ur, A Course in Language Teaching (Cambridge University Press: 1996), p. 60   
communicate with each other, so we have to learn and memorize many of vocabulary, in order that we can speak English well with other.  b. Content words Content words are also known as lexical words. They are called content words because they can carry their own meaning. In other words, they have their own independent meaning and can occur in isolation. In addition, they have an open class system because they can accept new words with the expansion of the vocabulary of the language. They include nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. 1) Noun  Noun is te name of any word that can stand as the subject or object of any sentence. According to Jackson in Sukirman states that noun denotes things including people, animals, objects, abstract, idea, feelings and so on.9 There are basically four types of noun :  a. Common Nouns Words for people, places, and things are called common nouns. For example: Singer, Dancer, Zoo, Park, Ruler, Pen, Tiger, Lion, etc. b. Proper Nouns The name of particular people, place, and things are proper nouns. The always begin with a capital letter. For example: Robin Hood, Harry Potter,                                                           9 Sukirman, English Morphology: The Basic Concept of How to Analyze English Word Structuer Easily, (Makassar: Alauddin University Press, 2013), p.107  
Monday, Tuesday, January, February. Mother’s Day, Independence Day, the Eiffel Tower, the Taj Mahal, etc.10 c. Abstract Nouns Abstract nouns are nouns which cannot be sensed by our five senses. In this case, the noun cannot be smelled, touched, heard, seen as well as tasted.  For example: idea, love, beauty, hope, life, etc.11  d. Collective Nouns Words for groups of people, animals or things are called collective nouns. For example: a family, a team, a club, a pack of wolves, a flock of birds, a bunch of bananas, a deck of cards, a slice/piece of bread, asheet/piece of paper, etc.12  2)Verb    A verb is doing word: it refers to an action.13 Verbs can express actions, events, processes, activities, states,etc.14 For example: eat, sleep, go, read, drink, tell, etc.                                                               10Howard Sargeanta, Basic English Grammar: for English Language Learners, (USA: Saddleback Educational Publishing, 2007), pp. 7-9  11Sukirman, opcit., p. 109 12 Howard Sargeanta, opcit., pp. 17-18 13 Geoffrey Leech et al, English Grammar for Today, (London: The Mac,illan Pres LTD, 1982), P.24 14 Geoffrey Leech et al, Ibid.,p.46 
3) Adjectives  The word ‘adjective’ is from Latin ad jacere meaning ‘throw to’ or ‘add’. In the grammartical sense, this means to add the characteristics of something, i.e. to qualify it. Adjectives tell us more about nouns.15 For example: smart, diligent, stupid, good, kind, etc. 4) Adverbs Adverbs are words that tell you more about verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs. Many adverbs end in ly. You make these adverbs by adding ly to adjectives. a. Adverbs of Manner Some adverbs and adverb phrases describe the way people do things. The answer the question “How?” For example: correctly, safely, skillfully, carelessly, etc. b. Adverbs of Time Some adverbs and adverb phrases answer the question “when?” They are called adverb of time. For example: tomorrow, yesterday, last week, next year, last night, today, etc.                                                              15Barbara Dykes, Grammar for Everyone: Practical tools for learning and teaching grammar, (Australia: ACER Press, 2007), p. 62 
c. Adverbs of  Place Some adverbs and adverb phrases answer the question “where?” They are called adverbs of place. For example: outside, upstairs, in the garden, in the park, New York City, there, etc.  d. Adverbs of Frequency Some adverbs and adverb phrases answer the question “how often?” They are called adverbs of frequency. For example: never, ever, twice, often, every day, every week, always, etc.16 c. The Principle of Teachinfg vocabulary David Nunan indicates the main principles of teaching and learning vocabulary as follows:  1) Focus on the most useful vocabulary most Some words can be used in a wide variety of circumtances. Other has much more limited use. The most useful vocabulary that every English language learner needs wether they use the language for listening, speaking, reading or writing, or weather they use the language in formal and informal situation, is the most ferquent 1000 words family of English.                                                              16 Howard Sargeanta, opcit., pp. 95-97 
2) Focus on the vocabulary in the most appropriate way The first principle looked at what words to teach and learn. This principle looks at how they should be laught and learned. Here we will look at the four most important vocabulary learning strategies of using word part, guessing from context, using word cards, and using dictionaries. We will see that teacher needs to clearly distinguish the way they treat high frequency words from the way they treat low frequency words.  3) Give attention to the high frequency words accross the four strands of  a couse High frequency vocabulary needs to occur in all four stands of a course. It should get deliberate attention through teaching and study and should be mat and used in communicating message in listening, reading, and writing. High ferquency vocabulary should also be fluently accessible for receptive and productive use. 4) Encourage leaners to reflect on and take responsibility for learning  There is important principles that lies behind choosing and learning and that is that learners need to realize that they must be responsible for their own learning. Talking this responsibility requires (1) knowledge of to learn and the range of option for learning vocabulary, (2) skill in choosing the beat options, (3) the ability to monitor and evaluate progress with thoosw options.17                                                            17 David Nunan, Practical English Language Teaching, p. 135-140 
d. What Needs to be Taught Vocabulary  1) Form: pronounciation and spelling The learner has to know what word sounds like (its pronounciation) and what it looks like  (its spelling). These aare fairly obvious characteristics, and one or the other will be perceived by the learner when encountering the item for the first time. In teaching, we need to make sure that both these aspects are accurately presented and leraner.  2) Grammar The grammar of new item will need to be taught if this is not obviously covered by general grammatical rules. An item may have an unpredictable change of form in certain grammatical context or may have idiosyncratic way of connecting with other words in sentences; it is important to provide learner with this imformation at the same time as we teach the base form. 3) Collocation The collocation typical of particular items are anothe factor that makes thye particular combination sound ‘right’ or ‘wrong’  in a given context. So this is another piece of information about a new item which it maybe it worth teaching. When introducing words like desicion and conclusion, for example, we may note that you take or make the one, but usually come to other ;similarly, you throw a ball or toss a coin; you may talk about someone being dead tried but it sounds odd to say dead fatigued. Collocation are also often noted in dictionaries, either by 
providing the whole collocation under one of the head-words, or by note in  parenthesis.  4) Aspect of meaning (1): denotation, connotation, appropriateness The meaning of word is primarily what it refers to on the real world, its denotation; this is often the sort of devinition that givent in a dictionary. For example, dog denotes a kond of animal; more specially, a common, domestic carnivorous mammal; and b oth dank and moist mean slightly wet.  A less obivious component of the meaning of an item is  its connotation; the associations, or positive or negative feelings evokes, which may or may not be indicated in dicxtionary definition. The word dog, for example, as understood by most British people, has positive connotation of friendship or loyalty; whereas the equivalent i  Arabic, as understood by most people in Arab countries has negative association of dirt or inferiority. Within of English language, moist has favourable connotations while dank has unfavorable; so that you could describe something as ‘pleasantly moist’ where ‘pleasantly dank’ would sound absurd. A more subtle aspect of meaning that often needs to be taught is whether a particular item is the appropriate one to use in certain context or not. Thus it is useful for learner to know that a certain word is verry common, o0r relatively rare, or ‘taboo’ in polite conversation, or tends to be used in writing but not in speech, or is more suitablefor formal than informal dosource, or belongs to a certain dialect. For example, you may know that weep is virtually synonymous in 
denotation with cry, but it is formal, tends to be used in writing more than in speech, and in general much less common.  5) Aspect of meaning (2): meaning relationship How the meaning of the item relates to the meaning of others can also be useful in teaching. There are various such relationships: here are some of the main ones. - Synonym: items that mean the same, or nearly the same, for example, bright. Clever, smart may serve as synonyms of intelegent. - Antonym: items that mean opposite; reach is an antonym of poor. - Hyponyms: items that serve as spesific example of general concept; dog, lion, mouse are hyponyms of animal. - Co-hyponym or co-ordinates: other items that are the ‘same kind of thing’; red, blue, green are co-ordinates. - Superordinates: general concept that cover spesific items; animal is the superordinate of dog, lion, mouse.  - Translation: words or expressions in the learner’s mother tongue that are  (more or less) equivalent in menaing to the item being taught. 6) Word formation Vocabulary items, whether one-word or multi-word acn often be broken down into their component ‘bits’. Exactly how these bits are put together is another piece of useful information- perhaps mainly for more advanced learners. 
You may wish to teach the common prefixes an suffixes: for example, if learners know the meaning of sub-, un-,  -able, tyhis will help them guess the meaning of word like substandard, ungreatful, and untranslatebale. They should, however, be warned that in many common words the affixes no longer have any obvious connection with their root meaning (for example, subject, comfortable). New combination using prefix are not unusual, and the reader or hearer would be expected to gvather their meaning from an understanding of their components (ultra, modern, super-hero). Another way vocabulary items aree built is by combining two words (two nouns or a gerund and a noun, or a noun and a verb) to make one item: a single compound word, or two separate, sometimes hypenated words (bookcase, follow-up, swimming pool).  Again, new coinages using this kind of combination are very common.18 2. Carrom Games a.  Definition of Games Game is a structured form of play, usually undertaken for enjoyment and sometimes used as an educational tools. According to Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman “a game is a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, that result in a quantifiable outcome”.19 Clark C. Abt states “ a game is an activity among two or more independent decision-makers seeking to                                                           18 Penny Ur, A course in Language Teaching:Practive and Theory, (Cambridge:University Press, 1996), p:60-62 19Salen Katie; zammerman Eric, Rules of Play: Game Design Fundamentals, (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2004), p. 14 
achieve their objectives in some limiting context”.20 Greg Costikyan states “ a game is form of art in which participants, termed players, make decisions in order to manage resources through game tokens in the pursuit of a goal.”21 The researcher concludes that games is a system that consist of players, set of rules, and the results are the winner and the loser. b. Kinds of Games Games can take a variety of forms, from competitive sport to board games and card games.  -  Sport    Many sports require special equipment and dedicated playing fields, leading to the involvement of community much larger than the group of players. A city or town may set aside such resources for the organization of sports leagues. Popular sports may have spectator who are entertained just by watching games.  - Card games   Card games use a desk of a cards as their central tool. These cards may be a standard Anglo-American (52 cards) deck of playing cards (such as for bridge, poker, rummy, etc).  - Board game    Board games use as a center tool a board on which the players’ status, resources, and progress are tracked using physical tokens. Many also involve dice or cards. Most games  that simulate war are board games (through a large number                                                           20 Salen Katie; zammerman Eric, Ibid., p. 86 21 Salen Katie; zammerman Eric, Ibid., p. 90 
of video games have been created to simulate strategic combat), and a board may be a map on which the players’ token of move. Lee argues that if board games are aligned with the national curriculum and matched with specific learning objectives, implementing board games can be effective and meaningful teaching tool when players learn and generate chunks of language from the games. Learners can practice all the language skills and types of communication through games. Board games also promote turn-taking skill among the players. Turn taking allows every players to let each and everyone a chance to play equally and how to play as the team. This skill creates a learning environment that incorporates the element of cooperative learning, competition, excitement, curiosity and creativity.22  The example of board games is Carrom . Carrom  a games that played in board.  And this research will use Carrom  game as a teaching media in vocabulary.  c. Definition of Carrom Carrom (also known as Karrom) is a "strike and pocket" table game of Eastern origin similar to billiards and table shuffleboard. It is found throughout the Eastern part of the world under various names. In English it is known as Carroms (or Karrom).23  Carrom billiard, sometimes called carambole billiards or simply carambole (and in some cases used as a synonym for the game of straight rail from which many Carrom games derive).                                                              22 Yong Mei Fung, Effects of Board Game on Speaking Ability of Low-proficiency ESL Learners, Vol. 5 No. 3, 2016. p262 23Anonym, Carrom, Retrieved on 30 April 2017 from  http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carrom   
The word Carrom, which simply means any strike and rebound, was in use in reference to billiards but at least 1779, sometimes spelled carom. Sources  differ on the origin. It has been pegged variously as a shortening of the Spanish and Portuegese word carambola, or the French word carambole, which are used to describe the red object ball. Carrom is very commonly played by families, including the children, and at social functions. Different standards and rules exist in different areas. d. The Equipments of Carrom  The term Standard Equipment shall mean and include the following: 1) Carrommen The Carrommen used in play shall be of good quality wood and circular in shape. The diameter of a Carromman shall not be more than 3.18 cm and not less than 3.02 cm. It shall be of not less than 0.70 cm and not more than 0.90 cm in Carrmman's thickness. The edge shall be round and plain. The Carromman's weight shall be not less than 5.00 grams and not more than 5.50 grams. Thus there shall be nine whites, nine blacks and one red Carrommen, and they shall be uniform. The Carrommen shall have a smooth movement in a flat position on the surface of the Carrom Board when struck by a Striker of standard specification. 2) Striker The Striker shall be smooth and round with a diameter of not more than 4.13 cm and weighing not more than 15.00 grms. A Striker made of any material other than metal, with the specifications prescribed above may be used. A Striker, 
with metal fixed and visible to the eye, shall not be allowed. Engraved decent designs on the Striker are permissible. 3) Powder The powder used shall be of high quality to keep the playing surface smooth and dry. The powder shall not be wet. Pouches/Containers filled with powder should be used to spread powder evenly over the playing surface. 4) The Queen  The red disk is called the queen. The queen is the most powerful Carrom piece. During board setup, it is placed at the centre of the circle. In accordance with the ICF rules, pocketing the queen adds 3 points to the player's total score. The dimensions of the queen must be the same as those of other carrommen. e. The Rules of  Playing Carrom Two, three or four people can play. In singles, your opponet sits across from you; in doubles, you play opposite your partner. With three, you can play for points. There are some rules in playing Carrom, as follows: 1) Sinking the striker costs you one piece and your turn. But, if you sink a piece in the same shot, then two come up and you shoot again. 2) After sinking the striker, your opponent places the due piece(s) within the center circle. If you haven't sunk one yet, you owe one. 3) If while shooting for the queen you also sink one of your pieces, the queen is automatically covered, no matter which went first. 
4) If a piece jumps off the board, it is placed on the center spot. If pieces land on end or are overlapping, they are left that way. 5) If the center spot is partially covered when replacing the queen or a jumped piece, the piece should cover as much red as possible. If totally covered, the piece is placed opposite the next player behind the red spot. 6) If you sink your opponent's piece, you lose your turn. If you sink their last piece, you lose the board and three points. 7) If you sink your last piece before the queen, you lose the board, three points and one point for each of your opponent's pieces left. 8) If the striker does not leave both lines, go again. You get three tries to break before losing your turn.24  f. Teaching  Vocabulary by Using Carrom Games In this research, the researcher has modificated the rule in playing Carrom as a media in teaching vocabulary. The rules are: 1) The students are divided into six group ; 2) Players have to put each carrommen to the pocket that consist one vocabulary by using finger and mention the meaning of the vocabulary; 3) The player who mentioned the of vocabulary correctly, then he got 1 point. 4) If the player got the queen then he should mention all the vocabulary and its meaning correctly, he got 5 points.  5) The group who got the most points is the winner of the game.  They wiil get reward from the researcher.                                                            24 International Carrom Federation, (1993) 
C. Conceptual Framework According to Hornby defines vocabulary as the total number of words in a language; vocabulary is a list of words with their meaning. Ur states vocabulary can be defined roughly as the words we teach in the foreign language. However, the item of vocabulary may be more than just a single words: for example, post office, and mother-in-law, which are made up of two or three words but express a single idea. While, Crystal states that the vocabulary of a person is defined either as the set of all words that are understood by that person or the set of all words likely to be used by that person when constructing new sentences. As for me, vocabulary is the total number of words that are need to communicate idea and construct new sentences or in daily communication.  Commonly, there are several techniques in teaching vocabulary. However, there are a few things that have to be remembered by most English teaching if they want to present a new vocabulary to their students. It means that the English teacher want the students to remember new vocabulary. Then, it needs to be learnt, practiced, and revise to prevent students from forgetting. Young learners need to pay attention to some elements of English language such as pronunciation, spelling, structure, and vocabulary. To master English skills, students must know the vocabulary of the language i.e. a list of words with their meaning because it supports their skills’ improvement (Linse). Cameron states in order to speak and write English, children need to learn one to two thousand words. In this research, the researcher used Carrom games as the media in teaching vocabulary. According to Jones stated that one or more players could play in a game to 
compete or co-operate according to a set of rules. Rogers said that gaming is goal-defined, rule-governed and competitive that has a closure and engage the students. Gibbs defined games as an activity carried out by cooperating or competing decision-makers who want to achieve their objectives following a set of rules. As for me games is a games that consist of set of rules, members, and the result of games are the winner and loser.   Carrom (also spelled carom) is a cue sport inspired tabletop games of South Asian origin. The game is very popular in Afghanistan, Nepal, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, and surrounding areas, and is known by various name in different languages. Carrom is very commonly played by families, including children, and at social function. Different standards and rules exist in different area.  Lee argues that if board games are aligned with the national curriculum and matched with specific learning objectives, implementing board games can be effective and meaningful teaching tool when players learn and generate chunks of language from the games. Learners can practice all the language skills and types of communication through games. Board games also promote turn-taking skill among the players. Turn taking allows every players to let each and everyone a chance to play equally and how to play as the team. This skill creates a learning environment that incorporates the element of cooperative learning, competition, excitement, curiosity and creativity.  Lewis argued that games are popular among children because they like to play. Through games, young learners could interact, discover, and experiment with their surroundings. Using games not only enhances students’ motivation, but 
also provide an incentive and stimulus to use the language. According to Allen, games are important in teaching vocabulary because they highlight the necessary and important words to achieve the objectives of the game. Huyen Ang Nga, and Uberman agreed that games create a fun and relaxed atmosphere where young learners could learn fast and retain words better. Vernon argued that games are an effective tool to teach vocabulary to young learners. Children participate and pay more attention because they enjoy themselves and the classroom and feel and do better during and after the game. Repetition will be less boring and fun for children to which consolidates their learning of new words. Ghada sari lists several main advantages when games are used in the classroom, including: 1. Games bring in relaxation and fun for students, thus help them learn and retain new words more easily. 2.  Games usually involve friendly competition, and they deep learners interested. 3. Games are highly motivating and they give students more opportunity to express their opinions and feelings. 4.  Vocabulary games bring real word context into the classroom.25  In summary, games are useful and effective tools that should be applied in vocabulary classes.                                                           25Maryam Rohani and Behzad Pourgharib, The Effect of Games on Learning Vocabulary , International Research Journal of Applied and Basic Sciences  Vol.4, No.11, 2013.p.3542  
 Carrom games for developing students’ vocabulary. It included part of speech such as   noun, verb, adjective, and adverb.   The conceptual framework of this research can be illustrated diagrammatically as follows:                 Teaching Vocabulary (Carrom Games) The Advantages of Games Students’ Vocabulary Development Part of Speech Noun Verb Adverb Adjective a. relaxation and fun for students b. friendly competition c. motivating, express their opinions and feelings 
D. Hypothesis Based on the literature that had been explained before, the researcher put forward the hypotheses of the research as follows: 1. H0 (Null hypothesis)  =  Students’ vocabulary who are taught  through Carrom  games was same with not taught through Carrom  games. 2. H1  (Alternative Hypothesis) = Students’ vocabulary who are taught through Carrom games was not same with not taught through Carrom  games.                  
CHAPTER III RESEARCH METHOD A. Design of  Research   In this research, the researcher applied the quasi experimental design. According to Gay and Airasian quasi experimental research is the researcher has to agree to keep the students in existing classroom while doing the research.26 Two classes became samples in this research. Where, one was called the experimental class, while another was the control class. Both of the classes were given a pre-test and a post-test. Experimental class received the treatment by using Carrom games. However the materials teach  to each group is similar.27 It was  used to measure the effectiveness from students’ input in  vocabulary before and after treatment. The design can be figured out as follows: Table 3.1 Design of the Research   Group pretes treatment postest Experiment O1 X O3 Control O2 - O4  Where: X = Treatment  O1 = Pretest value of experimental group O2= Pretest value of control group                                                           26 L.R. Gay and Peter Airasina, Educational Research Competencies for Analysis and Aplication Sixth Edition, (New Jersey:Prentice Hall Inc.,2000), p.270 27 John W. Creswell, Educational Research:Planning,Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and Qualitattive Research: Third Edition. (New Jerse:Pearson Education International, 2008). p. 313-314 
O3= Postest value of experimental group O4= Postetst value of control group28 B. Variables   There were two variables in this research namely independent variable and dependent variable. The independent variable is the use of karambol games and the dependent variable is the students’ ability in vocabulary.  C. Population and Sample  1. Population  The population of this research was  the second grade  students of SMPN 2 Palopo.  It consisted  of eight classes and each class consists of 30 students. The total numbers was 240 students. The reason for choosing the location and subject of this research because the process of organizing learning English in SMPN 2 Palopo is not yet optimal.  2. Sample The researcher used cluster random sampling technique. It was  a technique to choose sample by random each and it based on the lottery.  Because the population was absolutely big in number and not all of them involved as the subject of this research. In this case, the researcher took two classes of the second grade students of  SMPN 2 Palopo as the sample, VIII. A as  experimental class and VIII. H as control class that consisted of  30 students for each class.                                                             28John W. Creswell, Ibid, p. 310    
Moreover, the researcher choosen   thoses classes was based on the lottery result and and both of classes have the samilar quality.  D. Instrument of Research In this research, the researcher used vocabulary test. The tests were  pretest and posttest. The purpose of the vocabulary test was to know the students` level in vocabulary. The total number of the test was 25 items. The kinds of test were rearrange the alphabet to become the right word and matching test. Each item had one point. For both test (pretest and posttest) use the different  test.  E. Procedure of Data Collection  The data collect  through the following procedures: 1. Pre-test Before treatment took place, both classes were given a pre-test. The students answered the vocabulary test. The aim of test was find out the students` prior knowledge on vocabulary.  2. Treatment After giving pre-test, the researcher treated the experimental group through Carrom game, while the control group was without Carrom game. Each meeting has different material. The materials were family, animals, daily activity, human character, human physical appearance, and place.  There were six  meetings in this treatment. The followiongs were the steps: 
6) The researcher asked the students about the material and wrote the center topic in the whiteboard and gave chance  to the students to understand the  material. 7) The researcher asked the students to mention vocabulary which interconected with the topic 8) The researcher wrote list of vocabulary in the whiteboard 9) The researcher ask the students to write the vocabulary in their book 10) The researcher pronounced the vocabulary one by one and the students followed her 11) The researcher asked the students to understand and memorize the vocabulary  12) The researcher gave instruction on how to apply the Carrom game - The students are divided into six group ; - Players have to put each carrommen to the pocket that consist one vocabulary by using finger and mention the meaning of the vocabulary; - The player who mentioned the of vocabulary correctly, then got 1 point.  - If the player got the queen then he should mention all the vocabulary and its meaning correctly, he got 5 points.  
- The group who got the most points is the winner of the game.  They wiil get reward from the researcher.  13) The students will play karambol games to practice their vocabulary.  3. Post-test The end of the treatments, both Experimental and Control class  were given post-test to check the influence of the treatments F. Technique of Data Analysis  1. Descriptive Analysis Before analyzing the data, the researcher collected  the data and analyzed them by using procedures as follows: 1. Analyzing the raw data of pretest and posttest. Each of the students` correct answer got 1 and the wrong answer got 0.  2. Raw scores were converted to a set of core maximum of 100, using the following formula: Score = 					
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 		100  3. Classifying the score of the students into the following score classification 1. The score 90-100 as excellent classification 2. The score 80-89  as good classification 3. The score 70-79 as adequate classification 
4. The score 60-69  as inadequate classification 5. The score below 60 as failing classification29 4. Calculating the mean score and standard deviation  between vocabulary achievement of the experimental and control class by using SPSS 22 for windows evaluation. 2. Inferential Analysis a. Hypothesis Test Before deciding the result of hypothesis, there are statistical research hypothesis as follow: H0 : {µ1 = µ2) H1 : {µ1 ≠ µ2) Notes: H0 (Null hypothesis)  =  Students’ vocabulary who are taught   through Carrom games was same with not taught through Carrom games. H1  (Alternative Hypothesis) = Students’ vocabulary who are taught through Carrom games was not same with not taught through Carrom games.                                                           29 H. Douglas Brown, Languange Assessment: Principle and Classroom Practices, (San Fransisco, Claifornia: Pearson Longman, (2003), p.287 
µ1 =  Students’ vocabulary achievement, who are taught through Carrom games. µ2 = Students’ vocabulary achievement, who are not taught through Carrom games. The researcher’s assumption of those hypothesis are as folloow:  1. If probability value (p) < 0,05; H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It means there is significant of students’ vocabulary who are taught through Carrom games and students who are not taught through Carrom games. 2. If probability value (p) > 0,05; H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. It means there is no significant  of students’ vocabulary who are taught through Carrom games and students who are not taught through Carrom games.           
CHAPTER IV FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION A. Findings The researcher achieved the data in the form of score. The score were derived from the test. There were pretest and posttest. The pretest was held in 23rd July, 2018. Before giving the pretest, the researcher did the treatment to experimental group (VIII A). The treatment were held 24th July to 06th August , 2018. The last posttest held in 07th August, 2018. The researcher will discuss the finding the students’ vocabulary between the experimental group were given the treatment and control group were not given the treatment.  1. Descriptive Analysis In the following description, it would be presented research findings. The score of students’ pretest and posttest were collected. The researcher discussed the finding of the students’  vocabulary between the experimental group were given the treatment and control group were not given the treatment.  a. Analysis Students’ Score of Experimental Class and Control Class 1). Students’ Pretest Score of Experimental and Control Class The pretest was conducted in order to measure the students’ vocabulary in experimental control group before giving treatment by using Carrom games in for experimental group an without Carrom games in control group. The following are the description of the students’ pretest score in the experimental and control class.   
Tabel 4.1 The Students’ Pretest Score of Experimental and Control Group  Responden Pretest of Experimental Group Pretest of Control Group  R1 80 80 R2 72 80 R3 76 60 R4 76 68 R5 68 68 R6 80 76 R7 52 48 R8 64 72 R9 72 80 R10 60 40 R11 80 64 R12 60 60 R13 52 68 R14 80 68 R15 72 44 R16 64 68 R17 80 60 R18 52 84 R19 60 52 R20 64 60 R21 60 72 R22 76 64 R23 44 60 R24 60 68 R25 80 80 R26 52 76 R27 68 68 R28 68 60 R29 60 76 R30 60 72  Based on the tabel 4.1, showed that  the data result indicates that the  students’ pretest score of experimental and control group. The data of pretest  score of experimental group showed  that  6 students achieved score 80, 3 students 
achieved score 76, 3 students achieved score 72, 3students achieved score 68, 3 students achieved score 64, 7 students achieved score 60, 4 students achieved score 52, and 1 student achieved score 44. While the data pretest of control group showed, 4 students achieved score 80, 3 students achieved score 76, 3 students achieved score 72, 7 student achieved score 68, 2 students achieved score 64, 6 student achieved score 60, 1 student achieved score 52, 1 student achieved score 48, 1 student achieved score 44, and 1 student achieved score 40. The following grafic below was the grafic data of the students’score in pretest of experimental and control group as follow: Chart 4.1.1 The Grafic Students’ Pretst Score  of Experimental and Control Group  Based on the data in chart 4.1.1 above, showed that the highest and the lowest score of pretest in experimental and control group. The highest score of pretest of experimental group was 80 and lowest score was 44. While the highest score of pretest of control group was 84 and the lowest score was 40.  80 72 76 76 68 80 52 64 72 60 80 60 52 80 72 64 80 52 60 64 60 76 44 60 80 52 68 68 60 6080 80 60 68 68 76 48 72 80 40 64 60 68 68 44 68 60 84 52 60 72 64 60 68 80 76 68 60 76 721 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30Students' Pretest Score of Experimental and Control GroupPretest  of Experimental Class Pretest of Control Class
2). Scoring Classification of Students’ Pretest of Experimental and  Control Group           The following table was the data achieved from the experimental and control group before giving treatment. Table 4.2 Frequency and Percentage of Students’ Pretest of Experimental Group and Control Group  No Classification Score Pretest of Experimental group Pretest of Control group Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 1 Excellent  90-100 0 0% 0 0% 2 Good  80-89 6 20% 5 16,6% 3 Adequate  70-79 6 20% 6 20% 4 Inadequate  60-69 13 43,3% 15 50% 5 Failing  Below 60  5 16,6% 4 13,3% Total 30 100% 30 100%  Table 4.2 showed that the data of pretest in experimental and control group. The data pretest of experimental group were 6 students (20%)  in good classification, 6 students (20%) in adequate classification, 13 students (43,3%) in inadequate classification, and 5 students (16,6%) in failing classification. While the the data pretest of control group were 5 students (16,6%) in good  classification, 6 students (20%) in adequate classification, 15 students (50%) in inadequate classification, 4 students (13,3%) in failing classification, and none students of both classes are classified in excellent.    
3). The Mean Score and Standar Deviation of Students’ Pretest in Experimental and Control Group  In this part, the researcher described the mean score and standard deviation in order to compare a mean score of pretest in experimental group and control group before giving treatment. Table 4.3 The Mean Score and Standar Deviation of Students’ Pretest in Experimental and Control Group  Descriptive Statistics  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation pretest_expreimental 30 44,00 80,00 66,4000 10,37769 pretest_control 30 40,00 84,00 66,5333 10,89047 Valid N (listwise) 30      Table 4.3 showed there was a difference between the mean score of pretest in experimental and control group. The mean score of pretest in experimental group was 66,4 and  control group was 66,5. It means the mean score of pretest in experimental group was lower than the mean score in control group 66,4 < 66,5). The standard deviation of pretest in  experimental group was lower than the standard deviation in control group (10,37 < 10,89).  4). Students’ Posttest Score of Experimental and Control Group  The posttest was conducted after giving treatment in order to find out the influence of Carrom games toward students’ vocabulary in experimental and control group. The following were the description of the students’ posttest  score in the experimental and control group.  
Tabel 4.4 The Students’ Posttest Score of Experimental Group  and Control Group  Respondent Posttest of  Experimental Group Posttest of Control Group R1 88 92 R2 80 80 R3 84 76 R4 80 84 R5 96 88 R6 92 76 R7 68 52 R8 84 80 R9 84 80 R10 84 68 R11 80 76 R12 80 76 R13 76 88 R14 80 64 R15 84 68 R16 96 80 R17 92 84 R18 88 88 R19 80 76 R20 84 64 R21 84 88 R22 88 72 R23 80 88 R24 88 76 R25 84 88 R26 88 84 R27 96 88 R28 92 72 R29 88 80 R30 92 80   
Based on the description  in tabel 4.4, showed that the data result indicates that the  students’ posttest score of experimental and control group. The data of posttest  score of experimental group showed  that  3 students achieved score 96, 4 students achieved score 92, 6 students achieved score 88, 8 students achieved score 84, 7 students achieved score 80, 1 student achieved score 76, 1 student achieved score 68. While the data posttest of control group shows, 1 student achieved score 92, 7 students achieved score 88, 3 students achieved score 84, 6 students achieved score 80, 6  students achieved score 76, 2 students achieved score 72, 2 students achieved score 68, 2 students achieved score 64, and 1 student achieved score 52.  Below was the grafics data of the students’ posttest score  in experimental and control class as follow: Chart 4.1.2 The Grafic Students’ Posttest Score  of Experimental and Control Group    88 80 84 80 96 92 68 84 84 84 80 80 76 80 84 96 92 88 80 84 84 88 80 88 84 88 96 92 88 9292 80 76 84 88 76 52 80 80 68 76 76 88 64 68 80 84 88 76 64 88 72 88 76 88 84 88 72 80 801 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30Students' Posttest Score of Experimental and Control GroupPosttest of  Experimental Class Posttest of Control Class
Based on the data in chart 4.1.4 above, showed that the highest and the lowest score of posttest in experimental and control group. The highest score of posttest of experimental group was 96 and lowest score was 68. While the highest score of posttest of control group was 92 and the lowest score was 52.   5). Scoring Classification of Students’ Posttestof Experimental Group and  Control Group           The following table was the data achieved from the experimental and control group after giving treatment. Table 4.5 Frequency and Percentage of Students’ Posttest of Experimental and Control Group  No Classification Score Posttest of Experimental Group Posttest of Control Group Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 1 Excellent  90-100 7 23,3% 1 3,3% 2 Good  80-89 21 70% 16 53,3% 3 Adequate  70-79 1 3,3% 8 26.6% 4 Inadequate  60-69 1 3,3% 4 13,3% 5 Failing  Below 60  0 0 1 3,3% Total 30 100% 30 100%  Table 4.5 showed that the data of pretest in experimental and control group. The data posttest of experimental class were 7 students (23,3%)  in excellent classification, 21 students (70%) in good classification, 1 student (3,3) in adequate classification, and 1 student (3,3%) in inadequate classification, and none students achieved failing classification. While the the data posttest of control group were 1 student (3,3%) in excellent classification, 16 students (53,3%) in 
good classification, 8 students (26,6%) in addequate classification, 4 students (13,3%) in inadequate classification, 1 student (3,3%) in failing classification.  6). The Mean Score and Standard Deviation of Students’ Posttest in Experimental and Control Group  In this part, the researcher described the mean score and standard deviation in order to compare a mean score of posttest in experimental group and control group after giving treatment. Table 4.6 The Mean Score and Standard Deviation of Students’ Posttest in Experimental and Control Group  Descriptive Statistics  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation posttest_expremintal 30 68,00 96,00 85,3333 6,33182 posttest_control 30 52,00 92,00 78,5333 9,06579 Valid N (listwise) 30      Table 4.6 showed that there was a difference between the mean score of posttest in experimental and control group. The mean score of posttest  in experimental group was 85,3 and  control group was 78,5. It means the mean score of posttest in experimental group was higher than the mean score in control group (85,3 ˃ 78,5). The standard deviation of posttest in  experimental group was lower than the standard deviation in control group (6,33 < 9,06).      
2. Inferential Analysis a. Test of Hypothesis In this stage, in order to know whether there a significant difference in the result of the pretest and posttest after giving the treatment to experimental group. Moreover, to test this hypothesis of this research, the researcher used SPSS 22 . Neverthless, to measure and calculate the data the posttest score of experimental group and control group  were input. Moreover, 0,05 or  5%  was determined as the significance value (α) following the formula. As calculation of group, 1 as the group of experimental group and 2 as the control group. Futhermore, the result of the T-test is presented in the table  below: Table 4.7 Group Statistics  Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean posttest_Experimental_Control 1,00 30 85,3333 6,33182 1,15603 2,00 30 78,5333 9,06579 1,65518   The table 4.7 decribed the statistical result of the experimental and and control group. From the group of the table above, 1 as the group of experimental group and 2 as the group of control group. N was  the total of the subject data which was 30 from group 1 and 30 from group 2. It could  be seen that between experimental and control group is significantly different. The mean that acquire by the experimental group was 85,3 while the mean score of control group wass 
78,5. Futher the statistical hypothesis of the research was described in the table below:  Table 4.8 The Independent Sample Test   Independent Samples Test  Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference Lower Upper   posttest_Experimental_Control Equal variances assumed 2,654 ,109 3,368 58 ,001 6,80000 2,01891 2,75870 10,84130 Equal variances not assumed   3,368 51,854 ,001 6,80000 2,01891 2,74848 10,85152   From the data of Independent Sample Test of table 4.8, based on the output, it was achieved that Sig. (2-tailed) the score was 0,001 smaller than 0,05. Therefore, it could be seen that p < α (0,001< 0,05) which mean H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It means, there is a significant effect of Carrom games on students’ vocabulary. Thus, using Carrom games was effective in building up students’ vocabulary.    
B. Discussion  Based on the finding of the research, it was found that the students who were taught by using Carrom games have build their vocabulary. It was proven by the mean score between experimental and control class increased. Lee argues that if board games are aligned with the national curriculum and matched with specific learning objectives, implementing board games can be effective and meaningful teaching tool when players learn and generate chunks of language from the games. Learners can practice all the language skills and types of communication through games. Board games also promote turn-taking skill among the players. Turn taking allows every players to let each and everyone a chance to play equally and how to play as the team. This skill creates a learning environment that incorporates the element of cooperative learning, competition, excitement, curiosity and creativity.30 In collecting data, the researcher did some procedures, the procedures as folow: students were given a pretest to determine their ability to understand the vocabulary. After that they were given treatment as a vocabulary learning process through Carrom  games. In the pretst, the researcher asked the students to answer the vocabulary test. Based on thematic question teach noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. In part A (rearrange the alfabeth), the students difficult to answer questions number 1 and 9. But in other number (4, 6, 5, and 10), the students’ answer were spelling error. The students know about the answer, but they do not know how to write the word well. The question number 8 was the easier question                                                           30Yong Mei Fung, Effects of Board Game on Speaking Ability of Low-proficiency ESL Learners, Vol. 5 No. 3, 2016. p262 
because the word was familiar. In part B (Mathing test the word and its meaning), the students difficult to distinguish between spoil and cruel, goose and garden. And in part C (matching picture and word), the students difficult to distinguish the picture number 1 and 2.  In the posttest, the researcher gave test vocabulary which had different content with pretest.  Posttest done after giving six times the treatment to the students to get knows the score in posttest and increase students’ vocabulary. It was found that the students’ posttest achieve good classification.   In this research, there were three previous researcher. The first, Yunita Asisningtyas (2015) conducted research under the title The Influence of the Using Media Carrom toward Learning Outcomes Material Style of The Fifth Grade students in SDN Sugihwaras Sidoarjo. The differences between Yunita Asisningtyas’s research and this research were in the material and instrument of the research. The material of Asisningtyas’s research was mathematic and this research focussed in english vocabulary. And she used two instruments are written test and quistionnaire, while this research, the researcher use vocabulary test. The similarities between Asisiningtyas’s research and this research are the method of the  research and the teaching media. Both of the researches use quasi experimental design method and Carrom game as teaching media.   The second, Rini Ganjar Resmika (2014) conducted research under the title Improving the Ability to Recognize the Symbol Numbers in Early Childhood through Media Carrom Games at PAUD WISANA. The different between Rini Ganjar Resmika’s research and this research will be in the research method, research material, and instrument of the research. She used Classroom Action 
Research (CAR) method and this research used quasi experimental research method. The material of Resmika’s research was mathematic and this research focussed in English vocabulary. She used three instruments were observation, interview, and documentation, while this research, the researcher used vocabulary test. The similarity between Asisiningtyas’s research and this research was teaching media. Both of the researches Carrom game as teaching media.   Nirmala (2015) conducted research under the title The Improvement of Mathematics Score in Regard to Addition by Using Modified Game of Tossing Carrom Piece. The differences between Nirmala research and this research were in the research method, research material, and instrument of the research. She used Classroom Action Research (CAR) method and this research used quasi experimental research method. The material of Nirmala’s research was mathematic and this research focussed in english vocabulary. She used three instruments were documentation observation, test, while this research, the researcher used vocabulary test. The similarity between Nirmala’s research and this research was teaching media. Both of the researches Carrom game as teaching media. As in previous research (Nirmala, 2015) explained that the benefit of playing games for children. One of them are the first to train the child’s sensory and motor development. The second honing cognitive development. The third develop moral and etical development. Through interaction with friend in group, they will learn about how to play in groups. In addition, Yunita Asisningtiyas (2017) explained 
some of the benefits of learning media in learning, include: developing learning motivation, clarifying teaching material, and increasing students activity.  Based on explanations of the previous researchers above,  the result of pretest before Carrom games was implemented was lower than after Carrom games was implemented. After getting the treatment and posttest, it was found that there were significant differences between the experimental group and control group. It can be seen from table 4.8 that Sig. (2-tailed) the score was 0,001 smaller than 0,05. Therefore, it could be seen that p < α (0,001 < 0,05) which mean H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It means, using Carrom games is effective to build up students’ vocabulary.                
CHAPTER  V CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS A. Conclusion The result of this research exlained there is a significant effect of Carrom games in teaching vocabulary. In other word, using Carrom games is effective in building up students’ vocabulary. After presenting and analyzing data in the previous chapter, the researcher accomplishes to the conclusion as follow: there was a significant influence of using Carrom games to build up students’ vocabulary. Because by seeing the result of the data analysis  in previous chapter where  null hypothesis (H0) was rejected and alternative hypothesis (H1) was accepted, it means that the researcher’s assumption is true, that is, Carrom games can give a significant influence toward students’ vocabulary. It was supported by the scores achieved by  the students in which they got high score after the researcher gave the treatment Carrom game as a media for teaching vocabulary. The significant can be seen from  sig (2-tailed) of equal variance assumed in the independent sample t-test table where sig (2-tailed) is 0,001. It is lower than α = 0,05 and it mean H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. It can be revealed from the hypothesis test, where alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected. In other words, there is a significant influence of using Carrom games in building up students’ vocabulary at the second grade students of SMPN 2 Palopo.    
B. Suggestion Based on the result of the reserch, the researcher would like to give some suggestions: 1. Suggestion for the Teacher a. The teacher should realize the technique used in teaching learning is an important thing that can improve students’ motivation in learning. The teacher are recomended to use Carrom games in teaching vocabulary in order to make students easier in understanding the vocabulary.  b. The teacher should give the instruction clearly when using games as media in teaching English. So, it make the students understand how to play the games.  2. Suggestion for the Students a.  The students also can use Carrom games with their friend or their teacher in other lesson with different rules; b. The students have to use the alternative way to help students in in understanding the vocabulary such as carrom games because the effectiveness of using carrom games has been evidenced. 3. Suggestion for the Next researcher In this research, the researcher used Carrom games to teach students of junior high school, especially in teaching vocabulary (family,animal,daily activity, human character, human physical appearance, and place).  Further the researcher can conduct this media on different level students and different of material . 
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A P P E N D I C E S    Appendix 1. Instrument of the research PRETEST A. Rearrange the alphabet bellow to become the right word! 1. T- K – B – F – R –A – A – E – S = 
2. D – A – G – M – E – H – R – T – R – O – N =  3. F – U – O – A – B  -  F  – L  = 4. U – O – E  – M – S  = 5. Y – H – N – U – A – G – T =   6. N – V – E – Y  = 7. E – B – N – O – L – D =   8. U – C – L – H – N =  9. T – R –A – E – T – S – U – A – N – R =  10. Q – U – O – M – E – S =   B. Matching the words below according to their meaning! 11. Son      a. Kebun  12. Nephew     b. Angsa  13. Mosquito    c. Tidur siang  14. Goose     d. Putra  15. Spoil      e. Langsing  16. Cruel      f. Kantor  17. Take a nap    g. Nyamuk  18. Slimmy     h. Keponakan laki-laki 19. Office      i. Kejam  20. Garden     j. Manja   C. Draw arrow to match the word  and picture! 
21.  22.  23.  24.  25.   POST TEST A. Rearrange the alphabet bellow to become the right word! 1. E – B – N – O – L – D =   2. Q – U – O – M – E – S =  Stingy Park Brush teeth Lazy Airport 
3. T – R –A – E – T – S – U – A – N – R = 4. D – A – G – M – E – H – R – T – R – O – N =  5. Y – H – N – U – A – G – T =   6. T- K – B – F – R –A – A – E – S = 7. U – C – L – H – N =  8. U – O – E  – M – S  = 9. N – V – E – Y  = 10. F – U – O – A – B  -  F  – L  =  B. Matching the words below according to their meaning! 11. Spoil      a. Kebun  12. Cruel      b. Angsa  13. Mosquito    c. Tidur siang  14. Garden    d. Putra  15. Son     e. Langsing  16. Nephew    f. Kantor  17. Office      g. Nyamuk  18. Slimmy     h. Keponakan laki-laki 19. Take a nap    i. Kejam  20. Goose     j. Manja   C. Draw arrow to match the word  and picture! 
21.  22.  23.  24.  25.   Appendix 2. Lesson Plan 1. Lesson plan for experimental group Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo Stingy Park Brush teeth Lazy Airport 
Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Pertama  Topik/Tema  : Noun Materi  : Family  Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. STANDAR KOMPETENSI  
• memahami makna  kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games  B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna kosa kata bahasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan family melalui carrom games   C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami makna kosa kata bahasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan family melalui carrom games    D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN  Members of family  No Members of family  Meaning No Members of family  Meaning 1 Mother  Ibu  14 Sister in law  Ipar perempuan  2 Father  Ayah  15 Brother in law  Ipar laki-laki 3 Sister  Saudara perempuan  16 Father in law  Ayah mertua 4 Brother  Saudara laki-laki  17 Mother in law  Ibu mertua  
5 Gradmother  Nenek  18 Son in law  Menantu laki-laki  6 Grandfather  Kakek  19 Daughter in law  Menantu perempuan  7 Uncle  Paman  20 Stepfather  Ayah tiri 8 Aunt  Bibi  21 Stepmother  Ibu tiri  9 Son  Anak laki-laki (Putra)  22 Grandson  Cucu laki-laki  10 Daughter  Anak perempuan (Putri)  23 Grandaughter  Cucu perempuan  11 Nephew  Keponakan laki-laki  24 Wife  Istri  12 Niece  Keponakan perempuan  25 Husband  Suami  13 Cousin  Sepupu   E. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  F. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  1. Media  : karambol Game 2. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis    G. SUMBER BELAJAR  - buku saku “FITRAH BOOK” Families, halaman 61  H. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) a. Salam dan berdoa b. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa c. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  d. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas e. Pembagian kelompok 
 Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meransang siswa dengan meminta menyebutkan anggota keluarga b. Peneliti menulis kosa kata di papan tulis dan menambahkannya  c. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  d. Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  e. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  f. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games g. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain karambol game untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari h. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah disiapkan  Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  c. The leader close the class.  I. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument :  a. Matching the words below according to their meaning! 1. Grandfather    a. Saudara laki-laki 2. Cousin     b. Kakek  3. Mother in  law   c. Keponakan perempuan   4. Niece     d. Sepupu  
5. Brother     e. Ibu mertua   - Pedoaman pemilaian Skor = 
 	100           Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Kedua Topik/Tema  : Noun Materi  : Animals  Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. STANDAR KOMPETENSI  
• Memahami makna  kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games 
 B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna kosa kata bahasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan animals melalui permainan carrom games  C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami kosa kata bahasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan animals melalui permainan carrom games  D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN     animals No Animals Meaning No Animals Meaning 1 Ant Semut 14 Elephant Gajah 2 Bat Kelelawar 15 Frog Katak 3 Bear Beruang 16 Goat Kambing 4 Bird Burung 17 Goose Angsa 5 Butterfly Kupu-kupu 18 Horse Kuda 6 Camel Unta 19 Lion Singa 7 Cat Kucing 20 Monkey Monyet 8 Chicken Ayam 21 Mosquito Nyamuk 9 Cow Sapi 22 Mouse Tikus 10 Crab Kepiting 23 Pig Babi 11 Crocodile Buaya 24 Spider Laba-laba 12 Dog Anjing 25 Snake Ular 13 Duck Bebek  E. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  F. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  3. Media  : karambol Game 4. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis   G. SUMBER BELAJAR  
- Buku “Dasar-Dasar Penguasaan Bahasa Inggris”Animals, halaman 96  H. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) a. Salam dan berdoa b. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa c. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  d. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas e. Pembagian kelompok  Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meminta siswa menyebutkan nama-nama binatang yang diketahui  b. Peneliti menulis kosa kata yang disebutkan siswa dan menambahkannya c. Peneliti meminta siswa untuk menulis kosakata tersebut di buku masing-masing  d. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  e. Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  f. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  g. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games h. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain carrom games untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari i. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah disiapkan   Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang kesulitan yang dialami dalam pembelajaran hari ini 
c. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  d. The leader close the class.  I. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument : a. Rearrange the alphabet below to become the right word! 1. Y – O – K – M – E – N =  2. M – C – E – A – L = 3. E – L – I – D – O – C – O – R – C =   4. D – I – R – E – P – S =  5. T – G – A – O =  - Pedoaman pemilaian Skor = 
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        RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Ketiga  Topik/Tema  : Verb  Materi  : Daily activity  Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. KOMPETENSI DASAR  
• Memahami makna  kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games  B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan daily activity  melalui permainan carrom games  C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami kosa kata bahasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan daily aktivity melalui permainan carrom games  D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN  Daily activity  No Daily activity  Meaning  No Daily actyivity  Meaning  1 Wake up  Bangun  14 Take zuhur prayer  Solat zuhur  2 Get up  Bangun  15 take a nap  Tidur siang  3 Take subuh prayer  Solat subuh  16 Read al kitab  Membaca al kitab  4 Make the bed  Merapikan tempat tidur  17 Take asar prayer  solat asar   5 Take a bath  Mandi  18 Playing football  Main bola  6 Brush teeth  Menyikat gigi  19 Wash the dishes  Mencuci piring  7 Wash face  Mencuci muka  20 Take magrib prayer  Solat magrib  8 Get dress  Berpakaian  21 Read holy qur’an  Mengaji  9 Get make up  Berdandan  22 Cook  Memasak  10 Breakfast  Sarapan  23 Dinner  Makan malam  11 Go to school  Pergi kesekolah  24 Do homework  Mengerjakan PR 12 Change dress  Mengganti pakaian  25 Sleep  Tidur  13 Lunch  Makan siang  E.  F. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  G. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  1. Media  : karambol Game 2. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis   H. SUMBER BELAJAR  
- Buku Paket pegangan Peserta didik Kementerian Pendidikan dan  kebudayaan. 2013. Bahasa Inggris, “When English rings the bell.” Jakarta Chapter v - sumber dari internet seperti : www. Daily english.com,http://american english.state.gov/files/ae/resource_files     I. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) b. Salam dan berdoa c. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa d. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  e. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas f. Pembagian kelompok   Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meransang siswa dengan meminta menyebutkan daily activity-nya  b. Peneliti menuliskan kosakata di papan tulis tentang daily activity  c. Peneliti meminta siswa untuk menulis kosa kata tersebut di buku masing-masing  d. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  e. Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  f. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  g. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games h. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain carrom games untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari i. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah 
disiapkan   Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  c. The leader close the class.     J. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument : A. Draw arrows to match the activity and picture! 1.   2.      3.    4.   5.    - Pedoaman pemilaian:  Skor = 
 	100  Cooking  Wash dishes  Brush teeth Study  Watch TV 
           Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Keempat Topik/Tema  : Adjective  Materi  : Human Characters Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. STANDAR KOMPETENSI  
• Memahami makna  kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games.  B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Human Characters melalui permainan carrom games  C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami makna kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Human Characters melalui permainan carrom games 
 D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN  Human Characters No Characters  Meaning  No Characters  Meaning  1 Talkactive  Cerewet  14 Diligent  Rajin  2 Naughty  Nakal  15 Easy going  Cuek  3 Lazy  Malas  16 Selfiish  Egois  4 Cranky  Pemarah  17 Rude  Kasar  5 Envy  Dengki  18 Honest  Jujur  6 Stupid  Bodoh  19 Spoil  Manja  7 Smart  Pintar  20 Greedy  Rakus  8 Jelaous  Cemburu  21 Stingy  Pelit  9 Kind  Baik  22 Patient Sabar  10 Friendly  Ramah  23 Cheerful  Ceria 11 Polite Sopan  24 Impolite  Tidak sopan 12  Humble  Rendah hati  25  Childish  Kekanak-kanakan  13 Silent  Pendiam   E. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  F. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  1. Media  : karambol Game 2. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis   G. SUMBER BELAJAR  - buku saku “FITRAH BOOK” Human Characters, halaman 32  H. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) a. Salam dan berdoa b. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa c. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  d. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas e. Pembagian kelompok 
 Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meminta siswa menyebutkan salah satu sifat yang dimiliki teman sebangkunya  b. Peneliti menuliskan kosakata di papan tulis  c. Peneliti meminta siswa menulis kosakata tersebut di buku tulis masing-masing  d. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  e. Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  f. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  g. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games h. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain carrom games untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari i. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah disiapkan   Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  c. The leader close the class.   I. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument : a. Matching the words below according to their meaning! 1. Patient    a. Saudara laki-laki 2. Naughty   b. Malas  3. Famous    c. Rajin  
4. Diligent    d. Nakal  5. Lazy    e. Sabar   - Pedoaman pemilaian Skor = 
 	100                      
Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Kelima Topik/Tema  : Adjective  Materi  : Human appearance  Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. STANDAR KOMPETENSI  
• Memahami makna kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games  B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna  kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Human appearance melalui permainan carrom games  C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami makna kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Human appearance melalui permainan carrom games      D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN  Human Physical Appearance  
No Human physical appearance  Meaning No Human physical appearance Meaning 1 Little  Kecil  11 Handsome  Gagah  2 Tall Tinggi 12 Beautiful  Cantik  3 Thin  Kurus  13 Short  Pendek  4 Fat  Gemuk  14 Ugly  Jelek  5 Plat nose  Pesek  15 Long hair  Rambut panjang  6 Sharp nose  Macung  16 Short hair  Rambut pendek 7 Black skin  Kulit hitam  17 Curly hair  Rambut keriting  8 White skin  Kulit putih  18 Blonde  Rambut pirang 9 Tan skin  Sawo matang  19 Slanting eyes  Mata sipit  10 Cute  Imut  20 Brown eyes  Mata coklat    E. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  F. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  1. Media  : karambol Game 2. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis   G. SUMBER BELAJAR  - http://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-physical-characteristics.html      H. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) a. Salam dan berdoa 
b. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa c. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  d. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas e. Pembagian kelompok  Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meminta siswa menyebutkan penampilan temannya   b. Peneliti menuliskan kosa kata yang berkaitan dengan human physical appearance dipapan tulis  c. Peneliti meminta siswa untuk menulis kosa kata tewrsebut dibuku tulis masing-masing  d. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  e.Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  f. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  g. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games h. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain carrom games untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari i. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah disiapkan   Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang kesulitan yang dialami dalam pembelajaran hari ini c. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  d. The leader close the class.     j. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument : 
a. Rearrange the alphabet below to become the right word! 1. T – L – A – L  =  2. A – I – R – H – N – G – O – L = 3. L – D – E – B – O – N  =   4. G – H – T – I – A – R – T – S  =  5. H – S – R – T – O =   - Pedoaman pemilaian Skor = 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 	100                 Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran (RPP) Sekolah  :  SMPN 2 Palopo 
Mata Pelajaran :  Bahasa Inggris Pertermuan  : Keenam  Topik/Tema  : Adverb  Materi  : Place   Kelas/Semester :  VIII/Ganjil Waktu  :  2 x40 menit A. STANDAR KOMPETENSI  
• Memahami makna  kosa kata bahasa  Inggris melalui permainan carrom games.  B. INDIKATOR 
• Memahami makna kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Public building melalui permainan carrom games   C. TUJUAN PEMBELAJARAN  
• Siswa dapat memahami makna  kosa kata bhasa inggris yang berkaiatan dengan Public building melalui permainan carrom games  D. MATERI PEMBELAJARAN  Public building  No Public building   Meaning No Public  building  Meaning 1 Airport  Bandara 11 School Sekolah  2 Bank  Bank  12 Hotel  Hotel  3 Church  Gereja  13 Mall  Mall  4 Park  Taman  14 Post office  Kantor post  5 Mosque  Masjid  15 Cafe  Kafe  6 Cinema  Bioskop  16 Restaurant  Restauran 7 Book store  Toko buku  17 Harbour  Pelabuhan  8 Zoo  Kebun binatang  18 Drugstore  Apotik  9 Hospital;  Rumah sakit  19 Market  Pasar  10 Police office  Kantor polisi  20 Statiun  Stasiun   E. METODE PEMBELAJARAN  
Pendekatan  : Scientific approach (Learning observe-questioning, experiment, associate,   communicate)  F. MEDIA DAN BAHAN  5. Media  : karambol Game 6. Alat/bahan : spidol, papan tulis   G. SUMBER BELAJAR  - Buku “Dasar-Dasar Penguasaan Bahasa Ingris” Place, hal 86   H. LANGKAH-LANGKAH PEMBELAJRAN  Kegiatan Pendahuluan (10 Menit) a. Salam dan berdoa b. Memeriksa kehadiran siswa c. Menyampaiakn tujuan pembelajaran yang akan berlangsung  d. Menyampaiakn mater pelajaran yang akan dibahas e. Pembagian kelompok  Kegiatan Inti (60 menit) a. Peneliti meminta siswa menyebutkan penampilan temannya   b. Peneliti menuliskan kosakata yang berkaitan dengan public building di papn tulis  c. Peneliti meminta siswa menulis kosakta tersebut di buku masing-masing   d. Peneliti melafalkan kosa kata tersebut dan meminta siswa untuk mengikutinya  e. Peneliti memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk menghapal dan memahami kosa kata tersebut  f. Peneliti meminta siswa duduk berdasarkan kelompok yang telah dibagikan  g. Peneliti menjelaskan  aturan permaianan carrom games h. Setelah siswa mengerti, siswa akan bermain carrom games untuk melatih daya ingat dan pemahaman kosa kata yang telah di pelajari j. Peneliti  meminta siswa untuk mengerjakan soal yang telah disiapkan   
   Kegiatan Penutup a. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang bagaimana perasaan siswa setelah mengikuti pembelajaran hari ini b. Peneliti bertanyaa tentang kesulitan yang dialami dalam pembelajaran hari ini c. Peneliti dan siswa menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran bersama-sama  d. The leader close the class.   I. PENILAIAN  - Bentuk : Tes tertulis  - Instrument : Draw arrows to match the activity and picture! 1.   2.      3.   4.   5.   - Pedoaman pemilaian Bank  Library  Market  Church  Cinema  
Skor = 
 	100                 Appendix 3. the students’ achievement on vocabulary test The Students’ Score of Experimental Class  Respondent  Pretest Posttest Gain R1 80 88 0,4 R2 72 80 0,285 R3 76 84 0,333 R4 76 80 0,166 R5 68 96 0,875 R6 80 92 0,6 R7 52 68 0,333 R8 64 84 0,555 
R9 72 84 0,428 R10 60 84 0,6 R11 80 80 0 R12 60 80 0,5 R13 52 76 0,5 R14 80 80 0 R15 72 84 0,428 R16 64 96 0,888 R17 80 92 0,6 R18 52 88 0,75 R19 60 80 0,5 R20 64 84 0,555 R21 60 84 0,6 R22 76 88 0,5 R23 44 80 0,642 R24 60 88 0,7 R25 80 84 0,2 R26 52 88 0,75 R27 68 96 0,875 R28 68 92 0,75 R29 60 88 0,7 R30 60 92 0,8        The Students’ Score of Control Class  Respondent  Pretest Posttest Gain R1 80 92 0,6 R2 80 80 0 R3 60 76 0,4 R4 68 84 0,5 R5 68 88 0,625 R6 76 76 0 R7 48 52 0,076 R8 72 80 0,285 
R9 80 80 0 R10 40 68 0,466 R11 64 76 0,333 R12 60 76 0,4 R13 68 88 0,625 R14 68 64 -0,125 R15 44 68 0,428 R16 68 80 0,375 R17 60 84 0,6 R18 84 88 0,25 R19 52 76 0,5 R20 60 64 0,1 R21 72 88 0,571 R22 64 72 0,222 R23 60 88 0,7 R24 68 76 0,25 R25 80 88 0,4 R26 76 84 0,333 R27 68 88 0,625 R28 60 72 0,3 R29 76 80 0,166 R30 72 80 0,285    Appendix 4. Frequencies result for students` vocabulary in pretest and posttest for experimental group  Pretest  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent Valid 44,00 1 3,3 3,3 3,3 52,00 4 13,3 13,3 16,7 60,00 7 23,3 23,3 40,0 64,00 3 10,0 10,0 50,0 68,00 3 10,0 10,0 60,0 72,00 3 10,0 10,0 70,0 
76,00 3 10,0 10,0 80,0 80,00 6 20,0 20,0 100,0 Total 30 100,0 100,0    Posttest  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent Valid 68,00 1 3,3 3,3 3,3 76,00 1 3,3 3,3 6,7 80,00 7 23,3 23,3 30,0 84,00 8 26,7 26,7 56,7 88,00 6 20,0 20,0 76,7 92,00 4 13,3 13,3 90,0 96,00 3 10,0 10,0 100,0 Total 30 100,0 100,0             Appendix 5. Frequencies result for students` vocabulary in pretest and posttest for control group  Pretest  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent Valid 40,00 1 1,7 3,3 3,3 44,00 1 1,7 3,3 6,7 48,00 1 1,7 3,3 10,0 52,00 1 1,7 3,3 13,3 60,00 6 10,0 20,0 33,3 64,00 2 3,3 6,7 40,0 
68,00 7 11,7 23,3 63,3 72,00 3 5,0 10,0 73,3 76,00 3 5,0 10,0 83,3 80,00 4 6,7 13,3 96,7 84,00 1 1,7 3,3 100,0 Total 30 50,0 100,0  Missing System 30 50,0   Total 60 100,0    Posttest  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent Valid 52,00 1 1,7 3,3 3,3 64,00 2 3,3 6,7 10,0 68,00 2 3,3 6,7 16,7 72,00 2 3,3 6,7 23,3 76,00 6 10,0 20,0 43,3 80,00 6 10,0 20,0 63,3 84,00 3 5,0 10,0 73,3 88,00 7 11,7 23,3 96,7 92,00 1 1,7 3,3 100,0 Total 30 50,0 100,0  Missing System 30 50,0   Total 60 100,0    Appendix 6. The normality test of pretest result  Tests of Normality  Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. pretest_experiment ,131 30 ,198 ,927 30 ,040 pretest_control ,154 30 ,069 ,943 30 ,111 a. Lilliefors Significance Correction  Appendix 7. The normality test of posttest result  Tests of Normality  Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. posttest_experiment ,150 30 ,083 ,939 30 ,088 posttest_control ,157 30 ,058 ,921 30 ,028 a. Lilliefors Significance Correction  Appendix 8.The homogeneity test of pretest  Test of Homogeneity of Variances Pretest Experiment and Control Class   Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. ,057 1 58 ,811  Appendix 9.The homogeneity test of pretest result  Test of Homogeneity of Variances Posttest Experimental and Control Class   Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 2,654 1 58 ,109           Appendix 10. The Independent samples Test   Independent Samples Test  Levene's Test for Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference Lower Upper 
Gain Equal variances assumed ,068 ,795 3,103 58 ,003 ,18412 ,05934 ,06534 ,30290 Equal variances not assumed   3,103 57,614 ,003 ,18412 ,05934 ,06532 ,30291                     
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